Save the Date!
June 25 &
July 2nd
2022

Facts First!
Training on
dismantling disinformation
with activist group

join us
gefördert von

online

organisiert von Philnetz e.V. in Kooperation mit
dem philippinenbüro e.V.

A training on how to
dismantle disinformation
According to the Philippine Media Monitoring Laboratory of the
University of the Philippines, digital messages of fake news or
disinformation spread fast on channels such as YouTube, Twitter,
Facebook, and Tiktok. The amount of made-up stories is more porous
than you think. This workshop gives information on how to fact check,
how to communicate online and how to align yourself generally in the
online sphere.

on your own time

online training

live meetings

you can access the
material any time
during the week

the training consists
of various digital
methods

for clarification we
also meet live online
and via chat

sign up and join us!

through Google forms:
https://forms.gle/6zEPF9HdTYViq9vK8

Online spaces such as social media make up or even replace many of our daily social
interactions. Posting something online is more than just a click, it influences your scope of
information, your mindset. Even if the information is true it triggers emotions.
With the advanced technology today, social media spaces have been used for political
campaigns. The Philippines is known as the „social media capitol of the world“, an internet
user spends more than ten hours online and almost half of it on social media. During
the 2016 and 2022 elections social media spaces have been ‘weaponised’ for particular
candidates, it can still be infiltrated and nudged in certain ways by political interlopers.
This requires deliberate and conscious action from users. The porousness of digital
communities can be exploited by deliberately entering networks, blending in with that
ecosystem, and then providing comment and content to raise doubts or circulate fake news.
The goal is not necessarily conversion, but rather, to plant facts and ‘seeds of doubt’ that may
open up critical thinking towards a more informed choice.

Dakila
will be guiding us through the content.
DAKILA (nobility) - Philippine Collective for Modern Heroism is a group
of artists, students and individuals committed to advocating social
consciousness formation among both their industry peers and their
immediate audiences.
DAKILA envisions a nation of heroes. Its mission is to build a movement
that inspires heroism and nobility of thought and action to effect social
transformation by collectively providing creative avenues to awaken
the individual, dismantle apathy and unleash their inner hero.
The three goals of DAKILA are awareness, education, and involvement
- to make the public aware of crucial concerns affecting society, to
educate both the audience and, more importantly, themselves about
pressing social concerns, which should effectively inform the methods
of creative expression and to be consistently and dynamically involved
in activities geared toward achieving the common good.

Dakila online

Philnetz e.V.
(organizer)
PHILNETZ - Philippine Diaspora Network for
Integration and Development Cooperation - is a
registered association in Germany. It supports
the networking of Philippine associations,
promotes and holds projects in the areas
of culture, education and capacity building
and supports developmental projects in the
Philippines and in Germany. It has collaborated
with developmental organizations and
diaspora communities in both countries in the
past ten years.
Philnetz online

philippinenbüro e.V.
(co-organizer)
philippinenbureau is an independent,
sociopolitical information center. Our
task is to inform about socio-political
and developmental issues and provide
background information on current topics
int he Philippines. Aside from informational
and educational work on current issues we
conciliate and connect to civil society actors in
the Philippines.
philippinenbüro online

timeline for the training

everything will be accessible online and in english for a whole week

1st Workshop online (live)

learning tool kit

June 25, 4 PM CET for an
introduction to the topics

work on your own time with
the online material

2nd Workshop live (online)
July 2nd, 4 PM CET for clarifications
and discussions

work book, info videos and chats
how to handle disinformation,
exchange about social media
engagement, online community
building

sign up and join us!
through Google forms:
https://forms.gle/6zEPF9HdTYViq9vK8

factsfirstph@protonmail.com

